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ABSTRACT

Although the concept of courage has a long history, it is a latterly popular topic in organizational behavior. It is also an essential attitude or behavior for employees in whistleblowing, voice, unethical pro-organizational behavior. A valid and reliable scale is needed to reveal the effect of courage in different cultures. The study aims to adapt the workplace social courage scale to Turkish and test the validity and reliability of the scale. In three studies, the authors tested the scale's linguistic equivalence first, then its structural validity, and finally its predictive power on life satisfaction. Correlation, internal consistency, and explanatory factor analysis (EFA) were conducted with SPSS 23.0, and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and structural model analysis were performed with AMOS 23.0. Study one sample consisted of 48 academicians with sufficient English and Turkish language. Study two sample involved 267 employees from the tourism and finance sector. Study three sample comprised 374 data obtained from industrial and textile manufacturing employees. Back and forth translation and test-retest analysis results show the Turkish form has linguistic equality. EFA results indicate the adapted scale has a one-dimensional factor like the original one. CFA results reveal the adapted form has the one-factor structure in a different sample. The structural model analysis showed workplace social courage has a significant and positive effect on life satisfaction. The adapted Turkish form of workplace social courage scale is valid and reliable.
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INTRODUCTION

Courage is one of the fundamental values that have been talked about from past to present. However, there is no consensus on it as a concept. Authors working in different fields have made different definitions. Especially philosophers defined courage based on the heroism of soldiers on the battlefield. In this view, courage means that people face various dangers on the job, such as soldiers, police officers, firefighters, and doctors, to fulfill their duties against these dangers. However, it may require employees to make brave decisions in today’s organizations in situations such as disclosing information, unethical behaviors for the organizations’ benefit, and decision-making in ethical dilemmas (Howard et al., 2017).

Individuals’ bravery in organizational life has significant effects on both employees and the organization in the long term (Kilmann et al., 2010). Having social courage in the workplace can be defined as voluntarily pursuing a socially worthwhile goal, despite the fear and risk of a challenging event (Detert & Bruno, 2017). To protect the organization’s interests or society, the employees must face formal or natural power people. Courage comes into play and can affect employees’ behaviors or decisions in these situations (Hannah & Avolio, 2010; Koerner, 2014).

Studies show that workplace social courage has a relationship with various organizational outcomes, and it has positive effects on employee voice, organizational citizenship behavior, and life satisfaction. Employees with high social courage exhibit extra organizational citizenship behavior, share their ideas further and experience more life satisfaction. Also, social courage causes a decrease in stress, depression, and anxiety while also decreasing counterproductive work behaviors (Detert & Bruno, 2017; Howard & Alipour, 2014; Howard & Holmes, 2019; Magnano et al., 2017; Santisi et al., 2020).

Another aspect of courage is a contribution to the development of the organizational culture. The stories told about the courageous behavior of the employees become a part of the corporate culture and inform the employees about the desired or accepted behaviors (Detert & Bruno, 2017). Howard and Cogswell (2019)
state that social courage antecedent is brave, resilience, initiative, tenacity, a proactive personality, social support, empowering leadership, power distance, and age.

The number of studies on social courage in Turkey is deficient, and these are generally qualitative and conceptual studies (Mert, 2007, 2010, 2021; Mert & Aydemir, 2019). Social courage needs to be accurately measured to understand its concept, increase empirical studies, and guide researchers and practitioners in Turkey. A valid scale is required to determine both predecessors and organizational consequences of social courage and is essential to quantitative studies. Howard et al. (Howard et al., 2017) developed the workplace social courage scale, and researchers conducted it in some studies (Ginevra et al., 2020; Howard, 2021; Howard & Fox, 2020; Howard & Holmes, 2019). The scale successfully measures individuals' perceptions of social courage (Howard et al., 2017).

There is a lack of empirical studies about workplace social courage in Turkish literature. At this point, the authors considered developing a scale for courage or adapting an existing one. Because courage has been a topic discussed in different cultures for centuries and interpreted in common across cultures (Zavaliy & Aristidou, 2014) and advantages of adapting a scale (e.g., fast, cheap, and more reliable), the authors decided to adapt to the workplace social courage scale developed by Howard et al. (2017), whose reliability and validity have been tested in different studies before (e.g., Howard, 2019; Howard & Fox, 2020; Howard & Murry, 2020). One of the biggest obstacles in courage studies is the lack of a valid and reliable scale in Turkish literature. The authors considered that this study is essential in filling this gap. Turkish adaptation of the scale is also critical for comparing the results in international literature and different cultures.

The study aims to adapt to the workplace social courage scale developed by Howard et al. (Howard et al., 2017) to Turkish. For this purpose, the authors conducted three different studies. The first study is for linguistic equivalence, the second is for explanatory factor analysis, and the third is for confirmatory factor analysis. In the third study, we also examined the effect of social courage on life satisfaction to test the predictive power of the translated scale with structural model analysis because studies show that individuals who attribute themselves as courageous see their behaviors positively and have a more positive perspective on their life (Hannah et al., 2007; Koerner, 2014; Magnano et al., 2021; Santisi et al., 2020).

SOCIAL COURAGE

Studies on courage date back 2500 years, and according to Plato, courage is one of the most important virtues, and it is not easy to demonstrate other virtuous behaviors without courage. Philosophers stated that courage is critical for wars and other civil life areas, but courage emerges as an essential issue in an organization. It is a virtue that may also be necessary for today's employees. Some situations may require courage for employees, such as speaking up against powerful people or opposing injustice (Detert & Bruno, 2017; Scarre, 2012). Management researchers also refer to managers should have courage as a trait or behavior for effective leadership (Detert & Burris, 2007; McMillan & Rachman, 1988). It is a guiding virtue in managers’ and employees' decisions and whistleblowing, reducing counterproductive work behavior, conflict management, and moral behavior (Detert & Bruno, 2017; Howard, 2019; Kilmann et al., 2010).

There is no consensus on the definition of the concept of courage. Different disciplines define courage differently. Mert (2021) tried to reveal the components of courage in Turkish culture with a qualitative study. He defines courage as “the conscious and decisive use of the power (resources) by taking the fear under control to achieve a moral purpose, generously doing what is necessary, in difficult conditions that contain threats and risks.” The main concepts in the general definition of courage are good for others, and these values can be moral, reaching an important goal or result, taking risks, acting voluntarily (Kilmann et al., 2010; Rate et al., 2007).

Depending on the interaction in the organizational environment, three different courage are essential, moral, physical, and social courage (Howard et al., 2017; Woodard & Pury, 2007). Moral courage is especially evident in the violation of ethical norms. Few studies reveal the nature of moral courage. When evaluated from an organizational perspective, moral courage gains importance in whistleblowing, especially considering today's corporate scandals. Physical courage is a trait or behavior that an individual shows perform to duties that could be physically harmed. These two courage is not our concern in this study. The third courage type is social courage. Social courage can be expressed as behaviors that individuals perform voluntarily for the benefit of the organization by taking risks and gaining respect in the eyes of others (Howard & Holmes, 2019).
Antecedents and consequences of social courage

Researchers have taken courage as an attitude or behavior and examined the factors that cause this attitude or behavior. The personality traits of the individual are a priority of courage. Especially risk-taking and proactive personality has a positive relationship with courage. Apart from personality traits, the social support of individuals, job diversity, job significance, identity, complexity, and skill diversity has a positive relationship with courage. An ethical and empowering leadership style also positively impacts social courage. Demographic variables such as gender, age, and experience may affect courage (Howard, 2021; Howard & Cogswell, 2019; Koerner, 2014; Rate et al., 2007).

Studies show that courage predicts some organizational outcomes such as organizational citizenship behavior, silence, counterproductive work behavior, stress, depression, anxiety, life satisfaction, psychological capital, and career adaptation (Detert & Bruno, 2017; Howard, 2019; Howard & Holmes, 2019).

Social courage and life satisfaction relationship

Life satisfaction is the degree of general satisfaction individuals have with life (Haybron, 2007; Marques et al., 2007, 2013; Pavot & Diener, 1993). The studies conducted between life satisfaction and courage show that individuals who attribute themselves as courageous see their behaviors positively and have a more positive perspective (Hannah et al., 2007). Employees who display brave behavior perceive themselves more constructively, thus gaining a positive view of life (Koerner, 2014). Studies show that courage is positively associated with life satisfaction (Howard, 2019; Magnano et al., 2021; Santisi et al., 2020). Based on this, we hypothesize that:

H1: Workplace social courage has a positive and significant relationship with life satisfaction.

Social courage scales

Empirical studies need a valid scale. There are three commonly known scales used to measure courage. The first is the multidimensional courage scale, with 23 expressions developed by Woodard and Pury (2007). The uncertain dimensions of this scale (Howard & Alipour, 2014; Woodard & Pury, 2007) caused the scale not to be preferred much. The second one is the courage scale developed by Norton and Weiss (Norton & Weiss, 2009). Researchers used Norton and Weiss's courage scale in different studies. However, Norton and Weiss's definition of courage on fear made the factor measured by the expressions in the scale controversial. It has been criticized primarily for shifting towards risk-taking (Howard & Alipour, 2014). The third scale is the social courage scale developed by Howard et al. (Howard et al., 2017). There are 11 statements of the original scale, and it consists of one dimension. Different studies showed the original version of the scale is valid and reliable (Howard, 2019; Howard & Fox, 2020; Howard & Murry, 2020).

METHODS

In the study, the authors conducted three investigations within the scope of adapting the workplace social courage scale into Turkish. Firstly, the authors performed back-and-forth translation and test-retest analysis for linguistic equivalence, factor analysis for construct validity, and confirmatory factor analysis to test the existing structure in different sample groups. They collect the data from three different samples by online surveys between April 2018 and September 2019. SPSS 23.0 and AMOS 23.0 programs were used to analyze the collected data.

Scales

Workplace social courage scale. Howard et al. (Howard et al., 2017) developed the workplace social courage scale. It has one dimension consisting of 11 expressions. Interviewees indicated their level of participation using 7-point Likert (1, strongly disagree and 7, strongly agree). High scores from the scale show that social courage is high in the workplace. Table 1 presents the expressions of the form in Turkish and English.

Life satisfaction scale. The authors measured life satisfaction using the scale developed by Diener et al. (1985) and adapted to Turkish by Bekmezci and Mert (2018). Participants assessed the expressions with 7-point Likert (1, strongly disagree and 7, strongly agree). High scores indicate high satisfaction, and low scores indicate low satisfaction. There are expressions such as “I have a life close to my ideals.” and “I am satisfied with my life.” in the life satisfaction scale.

Strategy of analysis

The authors followed the Hambleton and Patsula (1999) procedure in adapting the courage scale. First, it should be ensured that structure similarity exists in the language and cultural groups of interest. Second, it should be decided to adapt or develop a scale. The other steps in the procedure were translating the scale using
a forward and back translation method by well-qualified researchers, reviewing the adapted version, conducting a small test of the adapted scale, and performing a validation study as proper.

The authors decided to adapt the scale regarding cross-cultural courage meanings (Zavaliy & Aristidou, 2014) and designed the three different studies for reliability and validity. The first was for linguistic equivalence, the second was for explanatory factor analysis, and the third was for confirmatory factor analysis and causal relationship. These studies intended to show that the courage scale has linguistic equivalence, reliability, and validity.

**Linguistic equivalence**

The first study aimed to test the linguistic equivalence of the scale.

**Sample.** The first study population consisted of academicians who were sufficient in both languages and studied management science, especially knowledgeable in courage. Seventy-six academicians fit these criteria in two universities and selected 48 of them as the sample by a convenience sample method. 45.8% of them were men, and 54.2% were women. 64.6% of them were single, and 35.4% were married. 68.8% of the participants were between the ages of 21-30, 20.8% between the ages of 31-40, and 10.4% between 41-50. 27.1% worked for less than one year, 37.5% for 1-3 years, 14.6% for 4-6 years, and 20.8% for six years or more.

The authors used the forward and backward translation method suggested by Hall et al. (2003) for linguistic equivalence. The scale was translated into Turkish by a researcher who has primarily studied courage and is proficient in both languages. Another researcher translated the original version of the scale into English without seeing it. The authors compared this translation with its original form and finalized the scale with the agreed-upon expressions (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sıra</th>
<th>Items (In Turkish)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>“Although it may damage our friendship, I would tell my superior when a coworker is doing something incorrectly.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>“Although my coworker may become offended, I would suggest to him/her better ways to do things.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>“If I thought a question was dumb, I would still ask it if I didn’t understand something at work.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>“Even if my coworkers could think less of me, I’d lead a project with a chance of failure.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>“I would not tolerate when a coworker is rude to someone, even if I make him/her upset.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>(Aştraları/calışma arkadaşlarının hoşlanmasa dahi, şirket/kurum politikalarına aykırı bir şey yaparlarsa ikaz ederim.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>“I would let my coworkers know when I am concerned about something, even if they’d think I am too negative.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>“Even if it may damage our relationship, I would confront a subordinate who had been disrupting their workgroup.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>“Although it makes me look incompetent, I would tell my coworkers when I’ve made a mistake.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>“Despite appearing dumb in front of an audience, I would volunteer to give a presentation at work.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11</td>
<td>“Although it may completely ruin our friendship, I would give a coworker an honest performance appraisal.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items (In Turkish)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1: “Although it may damage our friendship, I would tell my superior when a coworker is doing something incorrectly.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2: “Although my coworker may become offended, I would suggest to him/her better ways to do things.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3: “If I thought a question was dumb, I would still ask it if I didn’t understand something at work.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4: “Even if my coworkers could think less of me, I’d lead a project with a chance of failure.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5: “I would not tolerate when a coworker is rude to someone, even if I make him/her upset.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6: (Aştraları/calışma arkadaşlarının hoşlanmasa dahi, şirket/kurum politikalarına aykırı bir şey yaparlarsa ikaz ederim.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7: “I would let my coworkers know when I am concerned about something, even if they’d think I am too negative.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8: “Even if it may damage our relationship, I would confront a subordinate who had been disrupting their workgroup.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9: “Although it makes me look incompetent, I would tell my coworkers when I’ve made a mistake.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10: “Despite appearing dumb in front of an audience, I would volunteer to give a presentation at work.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11: “Although it may completely ruin our friendship, I would give a coworker an honest performance appraisal.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
be conducted one of three different methods for the pretest. The first method is to apply both the original and the translated scale to a sample group who speak both languages. The second method is to use the translated scale to a small group, receive verbal/written feedback, and finally, focus group work (Bayik & Gurbuz, 2016; Hambleton & Patsula, 1999; Van de Vijver & Hambleton, 1996). The authors applied the scale in both languages to 48 academicians proficient in Turkish and English one-week interval and received verbal feedback.

Normality was checked (Table 2) before the test and retest analysis. According to Shapiro-Wilk statistics and skewness and kurtosis values, Table 2 revealed that the courage's data had normality distribution (Sposito et al., 1983). The Cronbach alpha tested the scales' internal reliability and was considered sufficient for comparing the means and correlation (Hair et al., 2014).

Test and retest analysis showed that the original form and adaptation of the Turkish form have a significant and positive relationship. Courage's mean of the Turkish scale was 5,25 (sd=0,71), and the English one was 5,31 (sd=0,79). In both forms, the perception of courage's mean is above the median value of Likert (4). The correlation coefficient between classes was 0,887 (p = 0.000), indicating the scale's linguistic validity.

Reliability and explanatory factor analysis (EFA)

As a pilot study, the second study aims to reveal the factor structure and reliability of the Turkish scale.

Sample. For this purpose, the authors sent a questionnaire by a convenience sampling method from 450 private-sector employees through their human resources office. The institutions where the data were collected operated in the tourism (two hotels and one tour company) and finance sector (two insurance companies and one bank's employees) and had 676 employees working in six different Antalya companies. Participation is voluntary, and information has been provided on the purpose of the study. From 450 questionnaires, 267 of them were returned. The response rate was 59.4%, and the authors considered this rate sufficient for the aim of the second study, which was not a generalization of the results. All returned questionnaires are suitable for EFA. The demographic characteristics of the participants are as follows: 42.7% of the participants work in the tourism sector and 57.3% in the finance sector. 47.9% are men, and 52.1% are women. 39.7% are married, and 60.3% are single. Most of the participants are between the ages of 21-30 (56.6%), followed by 31-40 (28.8%) years old, 41-50 (9.7%) years old, and 51 and over (4.9%), respectively. Many respondents are associate degrees and graduates (78.7%), followed by post-graduate (16.5%) and high school (4.9%) graduates.

Before the reliability and explanatory factor analysis, the authors tested the normality. While the Shapiro-Wilk statistic (0,985, p<0,05) did not confirm the normality, the authors considered the data had normal distribution for the reliability and explanatory factor analysis according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (0,050, p>0,05), skewness (-0,312 S.E.=0,149), and kurtosis (-0,261, S.E=0,297) values (Kline, 2011; Sposito et al., 1983).

Reliability analysis

The scale's reliability should be investigated after the pretest in scale adaptation studies. Reliability analysis tests the consistency between scale items. There are different methods for reliability analysis, such as internal consistency, test-retest, parallel forms, and split-half reliability (DeVellis, 2016). The authors performed internal consistency between items with Cronbach alpha, a commonly used method (DeVellis, 2016; Salkind, 2007). Table 3 shows the Cronbach alpha coefficient and the corrected item-total correlations for reliability analysis results. The scale had a good Cronbach coefficient (0,822) for the Likert scale (Hair et al., 2014; Salkind, 2007). Eleven statements gave the best reliability for the scale.

Explanatory factor analysis

First, the authors conducted Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and Barlett sphericity tests to check sampling adequacy (KMO:0.894, p:0.000). Kaiser (1974) proposed that KMO within the 0.80s was meritorious. Measurement sample adequacy values ranged from 0.872 to 0.916 and were above the critical value (0.50). The results show that the data set was sufficient for factor analysis (Kaiser, 1970).
They secondly performed an EFA to reveal the factor structure of the Turkish form by the principal component analysis method with varimax rotation for the scale's validity. Table 3 gives EFA results of the adapted and original scales. Results confirmed the Turkish adaptation of workplace social courage also has a one-dimensional structure. There were no factor loadings below the 0.50 point except for the first item. The first item's value was very close to the critical value, and the sample size of the study (n=267) was sufficient for the least (0.48) factor load (Hair et al., 2014) so, the authors did not exclude the item from the scale. It was examined the communalities, and the lowest communalities were 0.233. There is no agreement on the threshold value for the communalities. Hair et al. (2014) stated that it should be above 0.50, while Osborne (2008) indicated that it should be above 0.40. Child (2006) stated that low communalities might occur due to the one-dimensional structure, and the variables below the 0.20 point communalities should be removed. Because of one factorial structure and acceptably factor loadings, the variables with low communalities were not excluded from the scale. As a result, EFA indicates the one-dimensional structure in the original scale is also valid in the Turkish form.

The mean of participants' perception of social courage was 5.16 (sd:0.95). It is higher than the midpoint (4).

### Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and structural model analysis

The third study aimed to test whether the Turkish form of the workplace social courage scale could measure the latent structure by confirmatory factor analysis and the social courages' predictive power with structural model analysis. The third study has three variables: demographics, workplace social courage, and life satisfaction.

**Sample.** The third study's population consisted of three companies operating in Ankara. Two of them were in industrial goods manufacturing, and one was in textile. The companies had 482 employees in total. The supervisors and the foremen of the industrial and textile manufacturing company sent the questionnaire link through communication groups to employees. In this way, the authors obtained 394 data. The responding rate was 81.7%. As a result of removing the twenty inappropriate questionnaires, 374 data remained sufficient for the given population. A population consisting of 482 employees requires at least 217 samples (Krejcie & Morgan, 1970). 46.5% of the participants were men, 53.5% were women, 60.4% were single, and 39.6% were married. Many of the participants were aged between 21-30 (56.7%), followed by 31-40 years (28.9%), 41-50 (9.6%), 51 and above (3.7%), 20 and under (1.1%). Most of the employees in the
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42% of the participants worked in the textile sector, and 58% worked in industrial products. Before the reliability and CFA analysis, normality was examined. Table 4 shows the normality tests of courage and life satisfaction. According to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic, it could be said that the variables had normality and skewness and kurtosis values were acceptable range (Kline, 2011; Sposito et al., 1983).

The authors performed CFA to determine whether the workplace social courage scale and the life satisfaction scale have the same latent structure in different samples. Table 5 shows the measurement model's factor loadings, average variance extracted (AVE), construct reliability (CR), and maximum shared variance (MSV). The workplace social courage scale has similar factor loadings to the EFA in study two. While the lowest factor loading belongs to the first statement, the highest factor loading belongs to the sixth statement. Except for the first statement, factor loadings are higher than the critical point (0.70), except for the second, sixth, and eleventh-factor loadings (Hair et al., 2010).

The reliability of the scales was tested internal and construct reliability. The internal reliability of the social courage scale was 0.861, and life satisfaction was 0.895. Courage scales' CR was 0.867, and life satisfaction was 0.897. According to these results, the authors considered the measured variables were reliable and successful in representing the latent construct (Hair et al., 2014).

The courage's AVE score (0.38) was less than the critical value (0.50) but, all items' factor loadings (except item one) were above the point of 0.50, and MSV was so low (0.05). For this reason, the authors considered that the social courage scale could measure successfully and separately. The outcome variable of the study is life satisfaction. The factor loadings of all items are above the point of 0.70, and AVE is 0.63. The life satisfaction scale is also successful in measuring its latent structure.

The CFA results of the measurement model confirm that the scales had acceptable and good fit values (Hu & Bentler, 1999). Table 6 represents CFA model fit values.
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Table 7 shows descriptive statistics and correlation for variables in study three. Participants' courage perception mean was 3.53 (sd:0.80), and life satisfaction perception was 3.34 (sd:1.09). These values are below the average value of four. There is a positive and significant low-level correlation between these variables (r = 0.269, p <0.01).

Structural model analysis results show the effect of employees' workplace social courage perceptions on life satisfaction. According to the results, workplace social courage's perception predicts the life satisfaction of employees in a positive and significant way. Standardized regression coefficient is 0.243 (p<0.01). In other words, courage can explain some changes in life satisfaction. If courage increased one point, life satisfaction would enhance 0.243 points. This result supported Hypothesis 1.

DISCUSSIONS

With conducted three studies, the authors aim to make the validity and reliability of the Turkish form of the workplace social courage scale developed by Howard et al. (2017). We tested linguistic and construct validity and the effect of social courage on life satisfaction with an adapted scale, respectively.

First, the authors translated the scale into Turkish for linguistic validity using the back-forward translation method. The test-retest correlation results showed the Turkish form has linguistic validity by applying the translated and the original document to academicians fluent in both languages at one-week intervals. Second, EFA performed on samples involving 267 data revealed the Turkish form also has a one-dimensional structure. Finally, CFA conducted on the sample consisting of 374 data confirmed the latent structure of courage previously shown by explanatory factor analysis.

As a result of the three studies, we found the observed variables of the courage scale had sufficient power to represent the latent structure but were below the desired level. The first item of the courage scale remained below the critical value in EFA and CFA. The statement is, “Although it may damage our friendship, I would tell my superior when a coworker is doing something incorrectly.” The statement means telling the mistake made by his coworker to the upper level. This action is close to the espionage behavior that the group members do not welcome in Turkish collectivist culture. Therefore, the contribution levels of the participants in this statement differed from other expressions. Removing the first item could increase the structural validity of the scale.

The psychometric properties of the adapted scale were similar to the original one. The factor loadings of the Turkish version's scale were akin to the Howard et al. (2017) scale. In their study, Howard et al. (2017) found that the item loadings ranged from 0.37 to 0.72 (Table 3) and retained the minor factor load (0.37) in sample 5 due to the initial samples factor loads. Cronbach's alpha of the original scale ranged from 0.78 to 0.85 in six different studies. Howard (2021) found that workplace social courage was significantly related to personality, and Cronbach was 0.85. Howard and Fox (2020) examined the relationship between social courage, gender, and masculinity-femininity. They found Cronbach 0.83, and there was no significant correlation between courage and gender. Howard and Cogswell (2019) explored the antecedent of social courage and found Cronbach was 0.87, personality and some job characteristics were significantly related to social courage. The Cronbach's alpha of the Turkish version was 0.89.
The structural model also tested the predictive power of the workplace social courages’ effect on life satisfaction. Findings show that workplace social courage has a significant and positive impact on life satisfaction. This result is compatible with the other studies’ results (Howard and Cogswell, 2019; Santisi et al., 2020; Magnano et al., 2021). The authors considered that the positive feelings and thoughts created by the employees’ perception of their brave behaviors positively affect their satisfaction with life.

Consequently, workplace social courage is an emerging issue related to organizational variables. Courage is the dedication to achieve individual and organizational aims by voluntarily seeing the risks, logically evaluating the challenging work situations they face, and continuing their mindful behaviors despite danger and fear. Situational and dispositional factors are significant in courage (Kilmann et al., 2010). In fearful and stressful situations, the courage of the individual is decisive on behavior. Thus, studies on courage might contribute to understanding employee attitudes and behaviors in conditions involving stress and fear. The authors scanned the Turkish literature and found conceptual and qualitative studies on courage (Mert, 2007, 2021; Mert & Aydemir, 2019; Mert et al., 2021). Researchers can provide empirical results to practitioners and researchers in future studies by conducting quantitative studies on the predecessors and consequences of courage using the adapted Turkish courage scale.

The Turkish adaptation of the workplace social courage scale successfully measures individuals’ perceptions of courage and predicts other variables. The social courages’ first item with low factor loads in EFA and CFA could be removed from the scale for cultural reasons. Researchers also might consider removing the items with the low factor loadings from the adapted scale and check the validity and reliability of the short version of the social courage scale because they welcome short scales.
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